How to use Google classroom - Parent Guide
Here is a YouTube link to how to use Google classroom, should you wish to follow this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Iowi-gmbys
How to log-in
1) Go to classroom.google.com. This
can be accessed through either Internet
Explorer or Google Chrome – it tends
to work best on Chrome. There is a
‘Google Classroom’ app that can be
downloaded as well on tablets or
phones.
2) Enter the email address that has been
provided for your child. Please note
that children will not have the ability to
email from this address – it’s only used
for the purpose of logging into Google
classroom.
Username:
____._____@glenaireprimary.co.uk
Password: Your child will have their own
personalised password.
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‘Stream’
This is the main page that the children will see
when they log on their Google classroom.
Notifications, messages to the whole class,
and whole class feedback may be posted on
here by your child’s class teacher.

‘Classwork’
Within this section, there will be different
‘Topics’ where children will find different
assignments, quizzes, links to learning and
various other resources to support and
enhance children’s learning at home.
When a child has completed any form of
assignment, there is a button that they will
need to click that says ‘Turn in’. It’s really
important that they click this once they are
happy for their work to be submitted to their
teachers.
If a child wants to ask a personal question on
an assignment that they are working on,
there is an option for them to send a private
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comment to their class teacher about their
work. This can then allow the class teacher to
support accordingly and provide some
individual feedback where and when
appropriate.
Class Drive Folder
This is the folder where children can find all
their work and any other additional learning
resources to support their learning. When
your child’s class teacher puts anything
additional into that folder, notifications should
appear on the Stream. However, should this
not be the case, just keep checking into this
folder on a regular basis.

How often will teachers update the classroom?
Your child’s class teacher will update work on a daily basis, and once we are up and running, there will be a timetable of ‘live’ or video sessions to log
into at set times. Please support your child to log on to Google classroom every day to check for the day’s work and to follow their daily timetable.
A final note
Every Google Classroom for each year group will look different and expectations will differ from year group to year group. We have looked carefully at
how we think children at each phase of school will benefit best from remote learning and we appreciate that it will take us all a little time to get used to
new ways of working, but it is essential that children have the best learning we can all manage, given the school time they have already missed
because of the pandemic. Above all, Google Classroom is a fantastic online learning resource and we know your child will continue to get the best
learning experiences that their class teacher can provide in these circumstances.
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